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PERFORMING THE TOSS

Our Volleyball Canada Guidelines instruct referees to: “Conduct the toss with the captain”.  More 
specifically, this task is performed by the 1st referee, with participation of the R2.  Seems like a 
simple concept - you toss a coin.  Not so simple, as I see some of our referees make this simple 
task way too complicated.  

First of all to beckon the captains I typically show my coin when whistling.  Should a team send First of all to beckon the captains I typically show my coin when whistling.  Should a team send 
more than one captain, I ask which one will represent the team as the Team captain.  We do not 
allow 2 captains from one team.  

What do we say and do when to the captains arrive for the toss?  Here’s my suggestions:
• I usually invite both captains to introduce themselves to each other.  “Ladies do you know each 
other?”  It’s pretty much a given that at this time, the captains should exchange names and hand-
shakes.  
• Introduce ourselves (the referees).  “My name is Debbie and I’ll be your first referee.  This is 
Shawn and he’ll be your 2nd Referee.  
• At this time, I may add anything unusual: such as game format (Best of 3, no cap), remind them 
to add a captains bar under their uniform number.  Keep this discussion as brief as possible.  
• If it is the first match of an event or a particular teams first match on a court, there may be a bit 
more information to share. For the 5th match of the same tournament, it is no longer necessary 
to repeat this same information.
•• You may check to ensure that neither captain will be the Libero in the first set.
• Captains must know the rules, so there is no need to go through our jewelry rule, there is no 
need to remind the captain that only he may approach R1 or go through any rules written in our 
rule book.  There is no need to discuss the boundary lines of the court unless there is something 
unusual about them.  
• If you’re on your own (without an R2) your captains conference may be slightly different.  You 
may need to clarify items such as substitution communication.
•• Ask the captains if there are any questions. This is their opportunity to bring up anything they 
deem as out of the ordinary, or something they are unsure of.
• Consider your audience: If you are working a Junior High game, your discussion would be much 
different than a discussion at a college match.   The more experienced your participants, the 
shorter the discussion should be.  The later in an event, (or even the later in a season) the shorter 
the discussion should be.
• Rather than the captains choosing a side of your coin, assign sides to each captain.   
•• Toss the coin in the air and catch it.  It does not drop to the floor.  (at least, not on purpose)  :)  
• The winner of the toss chooses serve, side or receive.  The other captain chooses from the re-
maining options.  Should the choice be to change sides, that is done immediately.  
• Give information on warm up start times.  (For example: Hitting will begin with 13 on the clock.)
• Instruct the captains to then sign the scoresheet to verify the roosters. 

Conducting the toss for a deciding set, should it be needed:
• If working with an R2, the R2 should collect the captains to the scorers table while the R1 is 
coming across the floor for the toss.

I asked a coach what he expected the discussion at the toss and his comment was:
• The more brief the discussion the better.
• I know it’s really not our problem, but he also mentioned that little of the information that is 
given during the discussion at the toss is actually disseminated to the coach and the rest of the 
team. 

Bottom line is keep the discussion brief!Bottom line is keep the discussion brief!

Until the next toss of the coin.

The Other Side of the Coin
The Coin Toss


